
The books and ideas that have danced in our
libraries are OLDER BY FAR THAN WE

ARE, were created with a burst of
energy and a clap of  light, and are the
constants that cause the mystics to dance in the

streets; THEY HAVE NEVER CHANGED and 

have been the change.
S T E PHEN  MOREHEAD
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The Seagull Foundation for the Arts, Calcutta, in

association with Seagull Books and supported by the

Royal Norwegian Embassy, New Delhi, has estab-

lished the Seagull School of Publishing in order to

share its publishing skills and philosophy with those

who may wish to take up a career in the industry. 

A professional course—in Editing and in Book

Design—it is based in Calcutta and run entirely by

practising publishers,  editors and designers who are

passionate about the craft of publishing. Hands-on

training is coupled with conversations with profes-

sionals from publishing houses in India and abroad.

Sessions include field trips to printing presses and

research trips to bookstores, open-house discussions

on current issues. Classes range from the buying and

selling of rights in the international market to the

phenomenon of e-books. 

A computer lab featuring the best equipment and

software and a well-stocked library help prepare each

student for the global world of publishing.

‘To be honest, I am finding 
it hard to articulate this 

marvellous explosion of  literature
and design in my mind. I truly

believe that we must 
UNLEARN the book 
to learn it again.’

DEVIKA DAVE

{design, JANUARY–MARCH 2013}
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THE EDITING COURSE
3 months | Mondays to Fridays, 10.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

The journey of a book, from manuscript to printed object

The identification and arrangement of different parts of a book

Commissioning titles and building lists in the humanities

Planning production budgets and publication schedules 

The differences in the UK and the US style of language, spelling and

punctuation

Copy-editing different kinds of manuscripts—fiction, translations,

academic titles

Proofreading marks and their correct use and interpretation

Preparing indices, glossaries and bibliographies

Buying and selling rights across the globe
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THE DESIGN COURSE
3 months | Mondays to Fridays, 10.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

Mastering the essentials of typesetting software, scanning, cleaning

and digitally manipulating colour and black-and-white images

Understanding the fundamentals of offset and silkscreen printing

Interpreting cover briefs

Learning to calculate page sizes, with margins and bleeds

Learning to design and artwork paperback covers

and hardback jackets

Creating pages with different kinds of texts, images and sizes

Working with an editor and interpreting a design brief

Visiting printing presses and observing the variety of printing and

binding processes that contribute to the making of the bookLa N c e
‘Brilliantly structured . . . a

PERFECT BALANCE of  listening to
the EXPERIENCES of  the experts and

learning from practical exercises.’

TAARINI MOOKHERJEE

{editing, JANUARY–MARCH 2013}
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‘I gained an insight into the entire
process of  bookmaking from scratch.  
A VERY INTERESTING and
CHALLENGING experience

that opened up NEW PROFESSIONAL

PERSPECTIVES. There were no aspects
that weren’t treated with the highest

professional standards.’

BERTRAND FINCKLER

{editing, JUNE–AUGUST 2013}
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FACULTY for 2013
included

ALAN THOMAS

Editorial Director, Humanities and Social Sciences

The University of Chicago Press

KEN WISSOKER

Editorial Director, Humanities, Duke University Press

ROS SCHWARTZ

Translator, Chair of English PEN

INKA PAREI

Author

DOROTHEE ELMIGER

Author

KATY DERBYSHIRE

Translator

JOHN DONATICH

Director, Yale University Press

JENNIE DORNY

Rights Department, Éditions du Seuil

ANNE-SOLANGE NOBLE

Rights Director, Éditions Gallimard

COLIN ROBINSON

Co-founder, OR Books 

MANAS SAIKIA

Managing Director, Cambridge University Press, New Delhi

GAYATRI CHAKRAVORTY SPIVAK

University Professor, Department of English and Comparative

Literature, Columbia University

ASWATHY SENAN

Ex-editor, Campfire Graphic Novels

V. K. KARTHIKA

Publisher, HarperCollins India

URVASHI BUTALIA 

Author and Publisher, Zubaan 

ANITA ROY

Publisher, Young Zubaan 

RICK SIMONSON

Bookseller and Buyer, Elliott Bay Bookstore, Seattle 

GEORGE CARROLL

Independent Publisher’s Representative

NAVEEN KISHORE

Publisher, Seagull Books 

SUNANDINI BANERJEE

Senior Editor and Graphic Designer, Seagull Books 
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COURSE 1 2 January–31 March 2014

COURSE 2     1 June–31 August 2014

There are 20 seats in Editing and 12 in Book Design in EACH course 

COURSE FEE

`50,000 for Indian citizens 

US$3,000 for students from the rest of the world 

ELIGIBILITY

A graduate degree in any field 

Fluency in written and spoken English 

A working knowledge of Microsoft Office 

Please visit www.seagullschool.org for more details 

and the online application form

DESIGN sunandini banerjee, seagull books | PRINTED BY hyam enterprises, calcutta


